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Figure 1:. Free energy landscape of Met-
enkephalin calculated from non-equilib-
rium simulations using this method.
406a Tuesday, March 3, 2009polymers (i.e., polymer crystal structure not maintained during simulation) and
extensive class-II force fields (CFF, PCFF, COMPASS, etc.) have not been pa-
rameterized for use in proteins. We have extended the CHARMM code so as to
use a dedicated class-I force field for the protein, a class-II force field (image
bond extended CFF, or newly implemented PCFF) for the polymer surfaces,
and tuned electrostatic and van der Waals parameters for the interphase inter-
action. Results will be presented on the insufficiency of class-I force field for
polymers and the suitability of the use of dual (one class-I and one class-II)
force fields for solid-liquid interphase interactions relevant for protein adsorp-
tion on PLA polymers.
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Molecular dynamics simulations and NMR spectroscopy provide complemen-
tary approaches to the study of protein structure and dynamics. We have carried
out several molecular dynamics simulations of globular proteins and compared
the results to a range of NMR experiments that probe the structure and dynamics
of these proteins. In particular, simulations on the microsecond timescale allow
full sampling of the rotamer distribution of most of the protein side chains. Com-
parisons with NMR data suggest that, for some residues, this distribution may be
incorrectly reproduced by common force fields. We quantified these discrep-
ancies by performing simulations of small helical peptides and comparing the
side-chain rotamer distributions with those found in the Protein Data Bank.
The potentially problematic residues identified with this procedure were cor-
rected by suitable modification of the force field terms. The performance of
the modified force field was evaluated against NMR spectroscopy data.
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We present a new method to extract the causality of correlated motions from
molecular dynamics simulations. Applications of the method to the folded
DNA-bound Ets-1 transcription factor show that helix H4 responds to the mo-
tion of helix H1, and that helix HI-1 responds to the motion of helix H4. Our
calculations reveal how the presence of DNA is transmitted through the protein,
ultimately leading to the unfolding of HI-1 upon DNA binding.
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Free energy estimation using thermodynamic integration (TI) involves numer-
ically approximating an integral based on a limited set of discrete data points.
These discrete data points represent the free energy slope as a function of the
switching variable lambda for TI simulations. We present several numerical
techniques for generating optimal free energy estimates utilizing polynomials,
instead of the often-used quadrature, to fit the data and thus reduce the bias and
uncertainty of the resulting estimates. The specific techniques utilized in our
current study are Lagrange and Newton interpolation, cubic spline, and polyno-
mial regression. To further improve the overall accuracy of free energy esti-
mates using these techniques, we also investigated the use of non-equidistant
lambda values (based on Chebyshev nodes) for thermodynamic integration
simulations. Our results demonstrate that the use of non-equidistant lambda
values and high degrees of polynomials gives the more accurate and precise
free energy estimates compared to that of trapezoidal quadrature. Regression,
in particular, offers the greatest flexibility that permits the degree of polynomial
to vary for any desired accuracy without imposing any limitations on the num-
ber of lambda values.
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Computer simulations of biomolecules, e.g. molecular dynamics (MD), have
gained widespread popularity in analyzing their behavior. One of the usefulapplications to reveal functional mechanisms of biomolecules is free energy cal-
culation. Most of the current free energy calculation methods, however, rely
heavily on the assumption that each trajectory approximates a quasi equilibrium
ensemble of a target molecule. Since its violation may cause artifacts, practical
use of short independent parallel simulations performed onmassive parallel com-
puter is still limited in the case of the systemwith slow equilibration time such as
biomolecules. Hence it is highly
demanded to develop the methods
without this assumptions.
We propose ‘‘Multiple Markov
transitionMatrixMethod’’, an algo-
rithm by which a stationary proba-
bility distribution is estimated from
non-equilibrium multiple MD tra-
jectories independently generated
with distinct Hamiltonians. Based
on the Markovity assumption, we
reconstructed a Markov transition
matrix from the trajectories. Com-
bining umbrella sampling technique
and maximum likelihood estima-
tion, we developed an optimization
procedure to calculate the potential
of mean force (PMF). The details
will bedescribed in thepresentation.2092-Pos Board B62
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Gating of ion channels involves large structural rearrangements and timescales
posing challenges for conventional MD simulations. Forces imposed in steered
MDprotocolsmay lead to unnatural distortions,whereas near-physiological gra-
dients produce small motions capturing just the local direction. We developed
a new computationally efficient protocol allowing to ‘continue’ the observed
small-scale motion and drive the protein along a self-chosen pathway. It was
tested on bacterial channelsMscL andMscS forwhich the initial outwardmotion
of helices is pre-defined by membrane tension. The motion was initiated with
a small (0.1-0.5 A) radial displacement of all atoms of the barrel away from
the axis (step 1), followed by energy minimization (2), 1 ps relaxing MD simu-
lation (3), and symmetry-restrained energy minimization (4). The conforma-
tional change resulting from this first cyclewas linearly extrapolatedwith a small
amplification coefficient and the three structure-relaxing steps (2-4) were re-
peated completing the next cycle. A sequence of 50-100 extrapolation/relaxation
cycles produces a smooth pseudo-continuous trajectory revealing substantial
conformational changes while preserving most of the secondary structure. The
character of motion was sensitive to the amplification coefficient with 1.00
producing local oscillations, 1.05 - consistent moderate-scale motions, and
1.10 - larger transitions reaching instability. When applied to MscL, the method
reproduced the characteristic iris-like gating supported by experiments. Extrap-
olations of the compactMscSmodelwith reconstructedN-termini predicted bar-
rel expansion with tilting and straightening of the kinked pore-lining helices.
Extrapolations started with random thermal fluctuations produced trajectories
similar to those started with a pre-conceived displacement. Open conformations
of MscS reproducibly closed in extrapolations. Resting and open models of
MscS based on families of extrapolated trajectories were refined in all-atom
MD simulations, tested for conductance and received support by experiments.
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The computational power of parallel clusters and supercomputers, and of the
macromolecular simulation softwares typically used has been rapidly increas-
ing in the recent years. One of the consequences is the higher demand for
methods to analyze the dynamics and conformational space of biomolecular
complexes. Several free energy calculation and enhanced sampling techniques
have been developed in the past years, but only rarely they have been imple-
mented altogether within a consistent ‘‘toolkit’’. Here, we introduce a new gen-
eralized interface for all those methods which rely on the definition of a set of
collective variables. The code, implemented as a collective variables Cþþ
module for NAMD (version 2.7), allows researchers in this field to choose
